
From: 
To: 
CC: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Scheibe, Mark 
Dunn, James; Stevenson, Kerry; Hogan, Steven 
Van Epps, James 
2/25/2008 5:10:37 PM 
FW: 4-1 Recommendation 

Redacted 
From: Simon Zweighaft [mailto:Zweighaft@infraconsultlIc.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 5:05 PM 
To: Hamayasu, Toru; Scheibe, Mark 
Subject: RE: 4-1 Recommendation 

From: Hamayasu, Toru [mailto:thamayasu@honolulu.gov]  
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 9:12 AM 
To: Simon Zweighaft; Scheibe@pbworld.com  
Subject: FW: 4-1 Recommendation 
Importance: High 

From: Yoshioka, Wayne 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 7:51 AM 
To: Hirata, Gregg; Torres, Richard F; Hamayasu, Toru 
Subject: RE: 4-1 Recommendation 
Importance: High 

Redacted 
From: Hirata, Gregg 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008 7:30 AM 
To: Yoshioka, Wayne; Torres, Richard F; Hamayasu, Toru 
Subject: FW: 4-1 Recommendation 

From: Panos D. Prevedouros [mailto:pdp@hawaii.edu]  
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2008 4:03 PM 
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To: Marshall, Barbara; Kobayashi, Ann H.; Apo, Todd K; gokino@honolulu.gov ; Garcia, Nestor; Dela Cruz, Donovan M; Djou, 
Charles; Cachola, Romy; rtam@honolulu.gov  
Cc: sens@Capitol.hawaii.gov ; reps@Capitol.hawaii.gov ; governor.lingle@hawaii.gov ; Mufi Hannemann 
Subject: 4-1 Recommendation 

Dear Council Members, 

I am sure that you are not surprised by the 4-1 recommendation of the Technology Panel in favor of steel-wheel on 
steel-rail. In my opinion, you have been placed in a difficult situation, which may turn into a lose-lose outcome very 
quickly. 

Please exercise the utmost caution in proceeding with this, because you are the ultimate decision makers. Due to the 
significant limitations in the Panel's evaluation, the outcome can, at best, be used as a recommendation, but it is 
unreasonable to be used as a decision. This is why: 

-- Nowhere in the materials that the Panel analyzed there was information on total costs for each system or 
technology, its operational costs and its potential benefits. This is not quite true. The pftnett's charge was to select 
from among several fixed guideway technologies. The panel Chairnun did state th:At in his expert opinion, 
steel wheel would be the most cost effective over the long run. A ; generni ntnnager who has been in charge 
of opernting both bus and rail systems' in several US cities, Ii. opinion Should carry some weight. It is 
basic.A.7.,' not possible to use infortnotion from suppliers to evvtlki.:Att the total costs for each system withok 
cornpleting designs and atnining Jid. Supplier's estintotes 	(4.4i, sts which ::itre being widely qu.4.4ed 
notoriously 1.i.nrelinhl !And :Are 	ed it n 	nlptionswhit :Aire 1114.4 VOillSiSteillt with the Honolulu project, 
Relying on e wert i u 	ni I 	n h1 V. S VI .11! I.! 110 	4.)111.4.nms of the project's totfd costs (inclimiling 
operujons) :And its be 	will he it 	ci i h. the Federn „;overnment alkillrAve .I 	1y been produced in 
preliminary form in the AlterfrAtiii:TS Aill 	 ' 	(4.4.)!StS and the sources of funds to cover the costs will 
be included in the projects Finnnti:Al 	I before _FTA :itpp..oves the project. 
-- There was no information about the City's ability to pay for this, and the ability of the taxpayers to sustain rail 
which in 30 years will need a total re-build (e.g., after 35 years, BART's re-build is costing over $11 bullion.). It was 
not the charge of the expert panel to evaluate the City's ability to pay for the project. 
-- Simple figures such as cost per taxpayer or per family or per rider were absent. The committee evIdltnted various 
technologies, not this inform.ntion, 
-- There were no links to Oahu, the trip behavior of its people (e.g., people working multiple jobs, most college 
students work, pupil drop-off at private schools,) and relations of systems to cost of living and our population's ability 
to pay. Please see the note below. The other panelists did not do such calculations and estimates of cost per unit or 
cost-effectiveness were provided. This comment seeks to discuss the 14:A114)m:de for the project, not the selection 
of technology. 
-- There was not one criteria of effectiveness of each technology as a solution to traffic congestion, or minimization 
of Oahu's dependency on fossil fuels. These comments were not felt to result in a differentiation .nniong modes. 
All technologies were assumed to be electric :And there was not any assumed difference in ridership ntntimg the 

t114)(ie5. Hence the impact on traffic congestion would be equal. 
-- While there was one criterion on noise, there were no criteria on vibration, or for steel-wheels on steel-rails 
squealing while turning which is inherent to this technology. Our system will have sharp turns in-town. This is not 
true. There are no curves in the system which would result in wheel sque:11. This is a result of analysis by 
IPB's expert in noise and vibration, not the supposition on an uninformed vtutdemic. 
-- Last but not least, the panel was forced to work through the evaluation and come to a decision within 4.5 days 
(including a weekend and a holiday), in the absence of any substantive deliberation and with no ability to go back to 
the respondents to the RFI for additional information and clarification (note that most responses had several items 
left blank or answered with generalities.) None of the other panel members expressed any opinion that the 
timeframe was insufficient for a decision, although most said they would have prepared a format which 
permitted a freer and more comprehensive interchange of though ts. 

As a result, the panelists made their choice based on a limited set of 21 engineering criteria, limited and incomplete 
information, their own preferences, and their own limits of knowledge about transportation solutions and about 
Oahu. All decisions about any matter can be said to be based on limited and incomplete information. The 
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other melists felt they had adequate information upon which to base their decision. 

It is your role now to place this recommendation in context and make a choice. Perhaps my attached analysis and 
justification for my selection may help you. I put forty hours into it. Perhaps you can put 40 minutes of reading into 
it. 

It is not wise to ignore history. In 2001, the same consultant and the same city evaluated and dismissed light rail in 
favor of BRT for the same corridor. In 2006, the same consultant and the same city found BRT incompetent (the 
TSM alternative), and under-designed the Managed Lanes alternative in order to select "Fixed Guideway" as the 
LPA. It is not true and totally unsubst -__itinted to say that the City and consultant purposely under-designed 
the Managed Lane alternative in order to select "Fixed Guideway" as the LPA. Now the LPA is recommended 
to be steel-wheel on steel-rail. 

Will you choose to approve spending billions of public money on a system that will result in worse congestion than 
we have now? The system does not caUSe further congestion. It relieves a portion of the future congestion that 
is caused by increasing population and increasing automobile travel. This is true for all alternatives. 

Good luck! 
Panos 

Note: The Technology Expert Panel's Chair Ron Tober is quoted in Progressive Railroading (January 2008 issue) 
saying that "I think light rail is going to serve this community well." The community is Charlotte, NC with a 
metropolitan population of 1.4 million, rapid growth and home to eight Fortune 500 companies. Compare these 
statistics: 
*** Charlotte: at-grade, 9.6 miles, 15 stations, $463 million, or $331 cost per resident 
*** Honolulu: all elevated, 20 miles, 20 stations, $3,600 million, or $4,091 per resident 
The background and circumstances of the two projects are not compatible in this form. If Honolulu had an 
vailable rail right-of-way- its costs would be lower as well. _However, more importantly when comparing the 

two projects, one should compare the corridor served and nct the city as a whole. Charlotte is a city without 
major geographical boundaries and development is spread in all directions. Honolulu is a linear city bounded 
by the ocean and the mountain and its development is linear. The Honolulu corridor being served by this 
project is much more sulbstantial than the corridor served by the Charlotte project. Honolulu's urbanized 
areft density is 4659.9 person per square mile (ppsm). Charlotte's is 1745 ppsm. In fact, Hawaii ranks sixth 
in density among cities with an urbanized area population above 5061,000. 

Panos D. Prevedouros, PhD 
Professor of Transportation Engineering 
Department of Civil Engineering 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
TEL: (808)-956-9698, FAX: -5014 
http://www.eng.hawaii.edu/-panos/   

President, Hawaii Highway Users Alliance (HHUA.org ) 
Subcommittee Chair, Freeway Operations, Transportation Research Board 
Board of Scholars, Grassroot Institute of Hawaii 
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